
CHAPTER 17 
 

Climatic Changes 
 
Since the 1800s 
 

The climatic proxies summarized in Chapter 16 show that the rate and 

amount of warming since 1900 has been unprecedented compared to changes 

during the previous 1000 years. This chapter examines this recent (and current) 

warming in greater detail. Prior to the middle WOOs, most climatic records 

were made with instrumental measurements at Earth 's surface, including 

thermometer measurements on land and at sea and field studies of glacier 

length. Changes in sea level can also be reconstructed from tide gauges after 

correction for the lingering effects of the last deglaciation. Over the last few 

decades, satellite measurements of the extent of sea ice and snow cover, of 

growing-season length. and of ice sheet mass balance have also become avail

able. All these measurements show that climate warmed significantly during 

the last century and the early parts of this one. The measurements also reveal 

shorter-term (multiannual to decadal) oscillations in climate across smaller 

regions of the globe. 
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Reconstructing Changes in Sea level 

One of the key sources of information on global climatic 
trends over the last 150 years is the average level of the 
ocean. Reconstructing changes in sea level is greatly 
complicated by lingering effects of ice sheets that melted 
thousands of ye,)rs ago. In addition, several factors at 
work tod,l)' contribute to sea level change, including 
melting of land ice ,md changes in ocean temperature. 

Beginning as early ,IS the hue eighteenth century, 
se:lport towns and cities installed tide gaug'es to me,l
sure sea level changes caused by tides ,md hU'ge storms. 
The immediate goal of these efforts was to understand 
sea level changes well enough to build structures that 
could protect communities from Hooding. Tide gauges 
were most common in seaports in Europe ;mel along the 
East Coast of the United States, areas that had begun to 
industrialize early (Figure 17-1). Somc 100 to 200 years 

c 
FIGURE 17-1 Tide gauge stations (A) Tide gauge records 

spanning several decades [0 as much as (wo centuries are 

available from hundreds of coas[alloca[ions on Earth 's 

surface. (B, C) The largest concenrra[ions are in eastern North 

America and northwestern Europe. (Adap[ed from A. M. 

Tushingham and W. R. Pel[ier, "lce-3G: A New Global Model of 

La[e Pleistocene Deglacia[ion Based upon Geophysical Predictions 

ofPos[-Glacial Rela[ive Sea level Changes,"journa/ ofGeophysica/ 

Research 96 [1991 J: 4497-4523.) 

later, these tide gauge records show not only short-term 
changes caused by tides and storms but also longer
term histories of sea level change in the decades and 
centuries since their installation. 

Dcriving se,l level trends from tide gauge records is 
difficult. Some tide gauge records indicate rapid sea 
level falls, but others show a slow sea level rise , and still 
others indicate faster rises. At first, it doesn't seem to 
m,lke sense that completely different trends could occur 
in different areas. The world ocean is one intercon
nected body of water, and it would seem th,1t global sea 
level should rise or fall by the same amount everywhere, 
rather than rising in one place and falling in another 
over intervals of decIdes or centuries. 

Some of these regional differences result from mod
ern processes that vary regionally. Areas of active tectonic 
uplift caused by mountain building or of active subsi
dence caused by recently added sediment loads (snch as 
river deltas) have to be avoided in determining the actual 
change in the leve l of the ocean. In addition, adjustments 
must be made for hum,)J1 effects such ,IS subsidence 
GllIsed by pumping of groundwater and impoundment of 
r;linf~ll1 runoff in reservoirs behind dams. 

17-1 Fading Memories of Melted Ice Sheets 

By far the greatest problem in reconstructing past sea 
levels is the fact that the bedrock of the land and under 
the oce,1l1S still retains a memory of the ice sheets from 
the most recent glaciation. Even though the last rem
nants of the glaCi,ll lIlaximum ice sheets finished melt
ing near 10,000 ye,lrs ago in Europe and 6000 years ago 
in northern ClIl;l(b, the rock in Earth's upper mantle is 
still in the process of adjusting to the previous load of 
ice (Chapter 4). This bedrock "memory" C,lUses differ
ent beh,lviors in tod,lY'S movements of E<lnh's land and 
se,lAoor surfaces. The types of long-term change in 
retltive sea level defined by tide gauges fall in three 
geographic groups (Figure 17-2) . 

One group of tide gauges shows rapid drops in relative 
sea level in recent centuries (Figure 17-3). These gauges 
are located in regions that were once directly beneath the 
ice sheets, such as the Hudson B,ly region of Canada and 
the Baltic Sea region of Scandinavia. Relative sea level is 
now falling rapidly in these regions primarily becanse the 
bedrock is still rebounding from the removal of the ice 
sheet load thousands of years ago. A rise in bedrock means 
a bJi in relative (but not global) se,l level. 

Bedrock ,It depths of 100 to 200 km h,lS ,1 slow vis
cous component of response, and it ta kes many thou
sands of YC<lrs to recover fully from loads imposed on it 
or removed from it (Chapter 9). The enormous load of 
glacial ice thousands of ye,lrs ago depressed bedrock 
surfaces beneath the central pans of the ice sheets by as 
much as 1 km, causing deep rock to flow slowly outward 
at great depths. Later, when the ice melted, rock slowly 



FIGU RE 17-2 Patterns of sea level change Relarive sea level 

roday is changing in several ways regionally because of bedrock 
movemem. Bedrock is rapidly rising in areas formerly covered 

by rhick ice and sinking in regions surrounding rhe former ice 
sheers. Farrher from rhe ice sheers, ocean basins are sinking 
under rhe added weighr of melrwarer. (Adapred from A. M. 
Tushingham and W. R. Pelrier, "lce-3G: A New Global Model of 

Lare Pleistocene Deglaciarion Based upon Geophysical Predicrions 
of Posr-Glacial Rela[ive Sea level Cha nges," Journal ofCeoph),sicai 

Research 9611991]4497-4523 .) 

flowed back into this region, c,lusing the depressed 
bedrock to rise gr:1du,llly toward its former elevation. 
Even now, tholls:lnds of years after ice melting, rates 
of relative sea level fall C<lUsed by ongoing bedrock 
rebound are ,15 high as 10111111 per year. 

As ,1 result of this sImI' bedrock rebound, ancient 
belch ridges surround the lower-lying parts of I-Iudson 
Bay (Fig11re I i-4A). The modem beach is at sea level, and 
older beach ridges occur at successively higher e1ev,ltions 
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away horn the CO,lst of Hudson Bay (Figure 1i-4B). The 
highest-elevation ridge dates to iOOO 14C years ago, JUSt 
after the last ice melted fi'om the ,1rea ,md ocean water 
flooded back into the depression in Hudson Bay caused 
by the ice. The stair-step series of beach ridges shows that 
the land beneath the former ice sheet has been rising for 
thousands of years, with the rates gradually slowing as the 
bedrock memOlY of ule ice sheet load has weakened. 

The second major group of tide gauge responses 
shows a relatively fast rate of sea level rise. This group is 
clustered in a halo pattern surrounding the former ice 
sheets but extending well beyond the ice margins (see 
Figure 1i-2). In Norul America, these gauges are fOllnd 
along ule east coast from southern New England sout.h 
to Florida , and in Europe they are found in ;1 narrower 
band across England, France, and northern Germany. 

Today's rapid rise of sea level in these regions is also 
caused by a memory of the glacial maximum ice sheets, 
even though these ,1reas were not located directly 
bene,Hh the ice loads. During glacial times, the deep 
rock displaced from bene,lth the center of the ice sheet 
load had to go somewhere. Flowing outw,nd beyond 
the margins of the ice sheets, it caused an increase in the 
elevation of the I,md, called a peripheral forebulge 
(Figure Ii-5). As a rough an:110gy, the weight of a 
person sitting on a p,1rtly inflated air m:Htress in water 
will depress the center of the air mattress into the W,Her, 
but the excess air pushed to the edges of the mattress 
will cause the edges to bulge IIp out of the w,Her. 

After the ice sheets melted, the rock displaced 
beyond the ice margins gradually flowed back into the 
region where the ice sheet had been. This rerurn flow 
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FIGURE 17-3 Bedrock rebound and sea 
level fall In rhe regions where ice sheers 
once were presenr, relarive sea level is 
rapidly falling roday. Bedrock in rhese 
areas is srill rebounding in response [Q rhe 

earlier melnng of ice, and rhe rebound of 

rhe land overwhelms rhe [rue global rise of 
sea level. 
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A 

FIGURE 17-4 Old beach ridges (A) A series of old beach ridges surrounds Hudson Bay. 

(B) The beaches increase in age wi rh elevarion because the land has been slowly rising for 

7000 years. (A: Courresy of Claude Hillaire-Marcell, Universicy of Quebec, Moncrea l. B: Adapred 

from W . R. Pelrier and J. T. Andrews, "Glacial-Isos[a[ic AdJusrmem. I. The Forward Problem ," 

Geophysical Journal ofthe Royal Astronomical Society 46 [1976 ]: 605-46.) 
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FIGURE 17-5 Bedrock sinking 

and sea level rise In regions 
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caused the peripheral forebulge to collapse and the land 
surface to sink (see Fig11re 17-5). The land in the region 
of the collapsing forebulges is still sinking, which adds 
to the true rise of global sea level and produces a fast 
rise of relative sea level in these regions. Dating of older 
(now submerged) beaches in these regions indicates that 
this pattern of unusually rapid rise in relative sea level 
has persisted for thousands of years. 

The third group of tide gauge responses comes from 
coastlines located far from the northern hemisphere ice 
sheets (Figure 17-6) . Relative sea level in these regions 
is rising at rates slightly less than the global rate of sea 
level rise. It might seem that regions located so far from 
the glacial ice sheets shoule! be free of memOlY effects 
from the ice, but they are not. The return of glacial 
meltwater to the oceans has added an extra load on the 
bedrock beneath the ocean Hoor in these regions. 

At maximum size, the ice sheets extracted a layer of 
water at least 110 m thick from the world ocean. vVith 
this watcr load removed, the average level of the crust in 
the ocean basins rose over 30 m compared to the level 
of the nearby continents that were not directly affected 
by the wcight of the ice sheets or thc weight of the 
ocean wnter. \Nhen this layer of water returned to tbe 
oceans during ice melting, it loaded down the oce:ln 
crust and caused it to sink (see fig11re 17-6). This slow 
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Sea level - - 110 m 

Las[ glaciacion 
(21,000 years ago) 

Global 

sinking of the ocean crust is still going on today 
(because of the viscous memory effect), and it counter
acts a small part of the true rise of global sea level, 
producing a slightly reduced rise in relative sea level in 
regions far from the ice sheets. 

'Nhile the great glacial ice sheets are long gone, they 
are not forgotten, at least not by the bedrock and the 
shorelines. Bedrock memories of these shifting loads of 
ice and water are the major obstacles to determining the 
true rate of global sea level rise during the past century. 
Unfortunately, many of the longest and most reliable 
tide gauge records bappen to have been located in just 
those regions of Europe and North America where the 
lingering overprints from the ice sheets are largest. 

Attempts to remove all these complications from the 
melted ice sheets indicate that sea level rose by about 
17 cm during the 1900s (figure 17-7). Humans have 
been adjusting to this slow rise of the oce,ll1 for years. In 
coastal plain regions with very low slopes, a 17-cm rise in 
sea level within a cennllY can translate into an advance of 
1700 cm (17 rn, or almost 60 fc) across the land. Many 
lighthouses built along coastal land a century or more 
ago now sit marooned in the ocean, protected at least in 
the near future by constructed boulder walls. Some, such 
as Cape Hatteras Light in North Carolina, have becn 
moved inland to better-protected positions. 

Sea level 
change 
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Relative sea level drop 
caused by sinki 
of ocean bed 
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Observed local 
sea level rise FIGURE 17-6 Ocean bedrock 

sinking and sea level rise In coas[al 

regions far from glacial ice sheets, 

rela[ive sea level is not rising as fase 

as ehe erue global average. The 

continued sinking of ocean bedrock 
under ehe weight of 110 m of 

meltwaeer counteracts a small 

franion of ehe erue global rise in sea 

level. 
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FIGURE 17-7 Global rise in sea level during the twentieth 
century Sea level rose almost 20 cm during the cwenciech 

cencury because land ice has melted and seawater has warmed 

and expanded. (Adap[ed from B. C. Douglas , "Global Sea Rise: 

A Redecermination," Surveys in Geophysics, 28 (1997] : 279-92.) 

Because this rise in sea level has been tied to several 
aspects of the warming that has occurred during the last 
century or more, the next twO sections explore the 
instrumental and satellite evidence that document the 
recent warming. At the end of the chapter, we return to 
the issue of the cause of sea level rise. 

Other Instrumental Records 

The "modern" era of instrumental measurements of 
climate Can be divided into twO parts: (1) a recent era 
extending back four decades or less in which changes 
have been remotely sensed from satellites in space and 
(2) an earlier era in which measurements of climate 
were made using instruments invented during the era of 
scientific exploration that began centuries ago. 

17-2 Thermometers: Surface Temperatures 

Thermometers have been used to measure air tempera
ture at a few locations in Eurasia and North America for 
over 200 years (Figure 17-8). At the same time, the sur
face temperature of the ocean has been measured along 
heavily traveled shipping routes and at ocean islands, 
but large gaps in coverage exist at middle and high lati
tudes of the southern hemisphere because of frequent 
storms and extensive sea ice. Only since the late 1800s 
have enough stations been recording temperature to 
permit reasonable estimates of the surface temperature 
of the entire planet. 

Measurements both on land and at sea have been 
difficult. Ocean temperatures were once measured by 
scooping up seawater in a canvas bucket and inserting a 
thermometer. If a few minutes elapsed between collect
ing the water and measuring its temperature , evapora
tion could cool the water by several tenths of a degree 
centigrade. iVlore reliable measurements came later 
from thermometers embedded in the outer parts of the 

intake valves Ulat drew in seawater to cool ule ship's 

engmes. 
On land, the largest complication has been the 

growth in populations around many land stations. Near 
large towns and cities, the spread of asphalt surfaces and 
the loss of vegetation has led to increased absorption of 
solar radiation during the day and greater back radia
tion of heat at night. The result has been a significa nt 
extra warming effect at these stations. Although this 
warming reflects real tempera ture chang'es at these 
stations, it is not characteristic of changes across much 
more extensive rural areas . Care must be taken not 
to project this bias, called the urban heat island 
effect, into rural regions. Stations in regions of little or 
no population growul provide a check on the heat 
island effect. Adjusting for thi s bias reduced initial esti
mates of warming trends during the last century by 
about 30%. 

Reconstructions of global temperature during the 
last 150 years by different groups are very similar, 

FIGURE 17-8 Temperature stations Coverage of land

based s tatio ns that mea sure surface temperature expanded 

significantly during the cwencieth century. (National Climate 

Data Center, NOAA, Asheville, NC.) 
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FIGURE 17-9 Change in surface temperature since 1900 
Recons(ruc(ions of global surface (emperarure based on 

surface s(arion (hermome(er measurements show a warming 

(rend of 0.7 °C since 1900, interrupted by a small cooling from 

rhe lare 1940s [0 rhe mid-1970s. (Narional Climare Da(a 

Center, NOAA, Asheville, NC.) 

disagreeing mainly in the early 1900s when station cov
erage was still sparse. Temperatures have warmed by 
about 0.7°C over the last 110 years (Figure 17-9). 
Temperatures were considerably cooler before the early 
1900s, rose quickly during the 1920s to early 1940s, 
stabilized or fell slightly from the late 1940s through 
the late 1970s, and have again risen abruptly since 1980. 

17-3 Subsurface Ocean Temperatures 

The ocean has the capacity to store enormous amounts 
of heat for long intervals of time (companion 'iVeb site, 
pp. 9-11). Changes in surface climate do not easily 
penetrate below the upper 100 m that are mixed by 
winds, but important infoI1l1ation on deeper ocean 
trends during tJle last half-centulY has come from a 
painstaking examination of millions of subsurface tem
perature profiles by the climatologist Sid Levitus and 
his colleagues. 

From these observations a detailed picture has 
emerged of tJle slow penetration of heat from the 
atmosphere into the subsulface layers below 100 m. 
Slow, downward 1I10Iecule-by-molecule diffusion has 
transferred some of the surface heat to depths of a few 
hundreds of meters, and near-horizontal movement 
of heat has transferred even more heat into tJle subsur
face ocean. This heat enters the ocean at higher middle 
latitudes ,md moves toward the equator along layers 
of equal density. Still slower penetration to depths of 
1000 1I1 or greater has also occurred in areas of deep 
overmrning like the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean. 
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The integrated temperature increase for the global 
ocean down to 3000 m for the last half of the 1900s is 
0.06 a C (Figure 17-10). Although this warming is much 
smaller than the 0.7 0 C rise in surface air temperature, 
the amount of heat generated during the late part of the 
industrial era and stored in the deep ocean exceeds that 
stored in the aonosphere by more than a factor of 10. 
This heat storage in the ocean is direct evidence of a 
marked change in the heat balance of tJle entire climate 
system compared to earlier decades. 

17-4 Mountain Glaciers 

Today, mountain glaciers cover 680 krnz of Earth's land 
surface and represent about 4% of the total surface area 
of land ice on Earth today. Mountain glaciers at middle 
and high latitudes respond to local climate, primarily 
changes in summer temperature and also variations in 
winter snowfall. At lower latitudes, solar radiation and 
precipitation are also important. Because of these dif
ferences in sensitivity, mountain glaciers in different 
regions can show varying behavior. Individual glaciers 
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FIGURE 17-10 Subsurface ocean warming The mean ocean 

hear content of (he upper 3000 m of (he world ocean has 

increased in both (he northern and (he sourhern hemisphere 

and in rhe global average ocean by an average of 0.06 dc. 
Despi(e rhe small size of (his warming, (he amount of hear 

s[Ored in rhe ocean exceeds all (he ocher reservoirs combined. 

(Adapred from S. Levirus, J. I. Anronov, T. B. Boyer, and 

C. Stevens, "Warming ofrhe World Ocean," Science 287 [2000J: 

2225-9.) 
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may respond to climate at rates that range from about 
a decade to as much as several hundred years . The 
response times of most mountain glaciers fall in the 
range of 10-40 years. 

Despite this wide range of possible responses, histor
ical observations of the lower limits of glaciers between 
1860 and 1900 show that 35 of 36 glaciers examjned 
were already in retreat. More recent studies of glacier 
lengths have been supplemented in some cases by analy
ses of glacier thickness that permit calculations of full 
glacier volume (Figure 17-11). Between 1900 and 1980, 
142 of 144 glaciers analyzed retreated (Figure 17-12). 
The average retreat of all glaciers between 1850 and 
2000 was -1750 m, or just over a mile. The energy used 
to melt these ice sheets (and polar sea ice) also used up a 
fraction of the excess heat generated during the indus
trial era, but it used far less than was stored in the deep 
ocean. 

Exceptions to this general pa ttern of retrea t exjst . 
Some glaciers in the mountains of Norway advanced 
during the 1960s and 1970s during an interval of cool
ing in the Norwegian Sea, but the prevailing trend dur
ing the twentieth century has been melting. In recent 
decades, the rate of melting has accelerated for many 
glaciers . All tropical mountain glaciers studied are in 
retreat, and some have disappeared entirely. 

This pervasive, near-global retreat cannot be 
explained by reduced precipitation. This explanation 
would require an average drop in precipitation of 25% 
in many sites across the globe. Instrumental evidence 
indicates that precipitation changes in most regions are 
much smaller than 25%, with increases in some glacier 
areas and reductions in others. In contrast, the temper
ature increases observed during the late 1800s and the 

• Melting glaciers 

FIGURE 17-11 Locations of retreating mountain glaCiers 
Mounrain glaciers in many regions rerreared during rhe 1900s 

(Ad apred from M. F. Meier, "Conrriburion of Small Glac iers ro Sea 

Level," Science 226 [1 984]: 1418- 21.) 
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FIGURE 17-12 Retreat of mountain glaciers since the 
1800s Mounrain glaci ers around rhe world have rerreared by 

an average lengrh of more rhan 1.5 km since rhe 18005. 

(Adapred from J. Oeriemans, "Exrracring a Climare Signal from 

169 Glacier Records," Science 308 [2005] : 675-77. ) 

1900s have been both global in scale and o f the right 
magnitude to explain the glacial melting. 

17-5 Ground Temperature 

Heat probes inserted into soils or bedrock can measure 
past changes in temperature that have slowly penetrated 
from the atmosphere and ground surface into subsur
face layers. These profiles are sensitive to longer-term 
(century-scale) temperature changes at the surface but 
much less so to shorter, decadal-scale variations. Sub
surface temperature records have been taken at hun
dreds of stations in both hemispheres (Figure 17-13A), 
and most profiles show warmer temperatures in the 
near-surface layers than a few tens of meters below. The 
measurements indicate that a warming has occurred 
at the surface in the last century or two and that it is 
in the process of penetrating to deeper layers. This 
warming of subsurface continental areas also used up a 
small fraction of the excess heat generated during the 
industrial era . 

Models that simul ate the penetration of the tempera
ture anomalies beneath the surface indicate tJlat the 
warming during the last twO centuries lies at tJle upper 
end of the range of surface temperature reconstructions 
based on climatic proxjes (Figure 17-l3B). This match in 
part reflects the fact that both tJle ground temperature 
profiles and the pro>.)' reconstructions showing larger 
variations tend to be based on sites in extra tropical 
latinldes, where temperature responses are larger than 
the global average. Other complications with ground 
temperature profiles include depth of snow, which may 
shield the ground from extreme temperature changes in 
winter, and clearance of forests, which can cool local 
temperatures because of the higher albedo of open land 
surfaces. 
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FIGURE 17-13 Ground temperature (A) Ground temperature profiles have been measured at 

hundreds of stations at middle and high latitudes. (B) Model simulations based on these profiles 

show a warming on all conrinents from the 1500s (far-left bar) to the 1900s (far-right bar). (Adapted 

from S. Huang et al., "Temperature Trends over the Past Five Centuries Reconstructed fl'Om Borehole 

Temperature," Nature 403 [2000]: 756-8.) 

IN SUMMARY, instrumental me,lsurements of Satellite Observations 
temperatu re at the surface, in the subsurface ocean, 

The range of measurements of Earth's climateand in the ground, along with measurements of 
increased markedly with the advent of satellite sensors mass balance of mountain glaciers, provide 
in the late 1900s. Different satellite sensors have come consistent evidence that a hlrge warming has 
on line at different times, including a few within the occurred during the last 125 yea rs. 
last decade. 
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8 FIGURE 17-l4 Decrease in Arctic 

sea ice cover Satellite measurements 

show a 6% decrease in the extent of 

sea ice cover in the Arctic Ocean since 

the early 1970s. (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change, "Climate 

Change 2007: The Physical Science 

Basis" [Geneva: World Meterological 

Association, 2007].) 
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17-6 Circum-Arctic Warming 

Perhaps the most dramatic climatic responses during 
recent decades are those in the Arctic Ocean and over 
nearby continents. The region north of 60 0 N has 
warmed by an average of 10 C, with the largest warming 
over North America, but a small cooling over parts 
of Russia. This warming trend has been accompanied 
by hlrge changes in a number of climatically sensitive 
indices. 

The average annual extent of sea ice in the Arctic 
Oce,lll has decreased markedly since the late 1970s 
(Figure 17-14). The minimum extent of sea ice occurs 
in September at the end of the summer melt season. In 
the three decades since the 1970s, the extent of summer 
sea ice has decreased by -25%, and losses accelerated in 
the e,lrly 2000s. If this' trend continues, summer sea ice 
wi II not exist in the Arctic by the midd Ie of this century. 

Until recently, the extent of winter sea ice had not 
changed much, but significant decreases in winter sea 
ice began to occur in the early 2000s. In addition, 
measurements made by acoust.ic soundings from sub
marines show that the thickness of multiyear ice near 
the center of the Arctic Ocean thinned by 40% between 
the 19505 and mid-1990s, shrinking from just over 3 m 
to less th,1I1 2 m. This 40% thinning, combined with the 
25% shrinkage in area, translates into an even larger 
loss in the total volume of sea ice. 

The satellite records of sea-ice extent are consistent 
with the long-term warming indicated by surface 
temperature measurements and other observations. Yet 
even high-quality S,Hellite records spanning several 
decades need to be interpreted with some caution. 
One complication is that shorter-term regional climatic 
changes that persist for a decade or longer may be hard 
to distinguish from a long-term global warming trend. 

For example, sparse observations indicate that sea
ice limits were also reduced during the 1920s and 
1930s. These observations agree with ground station 

2000 2005 

evidence that those decades were relatively warm in the 
Atlant.ic sector of the Arctic, at least in part because this 
interval was part of the early stage of the global warm
ing trend. The extent of sea-ice retreat in recent years 
has now exceeded the losses during this e,lrlier warm 
interval. 

Satellite measurements from high latinldes of the 
northern hemisphere also show other trends that are 
consistent with major regional warming. Satellite mea
surements show decreases of northern hemisphere 
snow cover (Figure 17-15), with earlier melting of snow 
in spring and later initiation of snow cover in autumn. 

An additional indication of warming at high north
ern latitudes comes from satellite and surface station 
measurements of the length of the growing season. Sur
face measurements in central AJaska indicate an irregu
lar increase in the growing season by two weeks over 
the past 50 years (Figure 17-16). Satellite sensing of the 
chlorophyll produced by vegetation north of 45 °N has 
also shown that by the mid-1990s the growing season 
was beginning a week earlier in spring than it had in the 
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FIGURE 17-15 Decrease in snow cover over the northern 

hemisphere In the last several decades , satellite measure

ments show a decrease of snow cover in the northern hemi

sphere. (Adapted from Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change, "Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis" 

[Geneva: World Meterological Association, 2007]. 
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FIGURE 17-16 The growing season lengthens in Alaska 

Surface temperature measurements indicate that the length of 

the growing season increased in Alaska during the last half of 

the twentieth century, (Adapted from S, W, Running et ai" 

"Radar Remote Sensing Proposed for Moniroring Freeze-Thaw 

Transitions in Boreal Regions," EOS 80 [1999]: 213-21,) 

e.lrly 19805 ;lnd that it W;lS ending half a week later in 
autumn, 

17-7 Ice Sheets 

Precise measurements of the volume of ice sheets first 
became possible near the start of the twenty-first century 
(Figure 17-17), Satellites flying above the ice measure th~ 
elevation of the ice surface with sufficient accuracy to 
detect ch,\I1ges occurring within just a few years, Multiple 
p;lsses across the ice sheets combined with computer 
;\I1<llysis of the rad,'lr images received have made it possi
ble to obtain accurate rne:1surements of the entire surface 
of the ice sheets. 

Because the elevation of bedrock under the ice can 
<1lso change through time, ice thickness and ice volume 
emmot be determined solely from measurements of sur
face-ice elevation. Until recently, tlle elevation of bedrock 

Surface 
elevation 

Ice 
thickness 

Bedrock 
elevation 

FIGURE 17-17 Changes in ice volume Changes in the 

thickness and volume of ice sheets are being monitored from 

satellites using radar and gravity measurements. 
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beneath the ice was measured by labor-intensive efforts in 
which recording st<1tions moving across tlle ice surface 
sent out radar waves that bounced off tlle bedrock ancl 
returned to the station, The travel time of the r;ldar pulses 
is a direct me;lsure of ice thickness. This time-consumino' 
technique could be used only to measure selected line~ 
across small portions of the ice sheets. More recently, 
radar measurements of bedrock elevation have been made 
quickJy and inexpensively from satellites, providing full 
coverage of these continent-sized m,lsses of ice. 

In addition, surface st<ltions inst<1lled in criticalloca
tions with global positioning receivers linked to satellites 
measure botll the elevation of the ice ,lI1d tl,e gravity 
field (the strengtll of tlle pull of Earth's gravity on the 
satellite receiver), Because rock is almost tllree times 
denser than ice, the gravity field at each station primarily 
measures changes in tl,e elev<'ltion of the underlying 
bedrock in response to ice melting or growtll . Thinning 
of tlle ice allows the crust to rebound quickJy because ;f 
the el;lstic part of the response of Earth's mantle to 
unlo;lding, while tllickening of tlle ice depresses the 
crust for the same reason (see Chapter 9). This informa
tion from tlle gravity data complements satellite and 
radar measurements of ice elevation ,md thickness. 

The evidence from ;,Imost a decade of wide-rano-inot> t> 

measurements of the Greenland ice sheet is that the cen
tral portion of the ice sheet at hio'her colder elevations 
above 2 kIll has been relatively ~table, but the lower 
coastal margins have been r3pidly thinning. Overall, the 
annual loss of ice on Greenl,lI1d now exceeds 200 kn, ) 
per year, enough to rai se global sea level by more than 
5 mm/year (5 ern/century). 

The 3nnu31 rate of thinning along many coastal out
let glaciers in the w3rrner southern half of Greenland is 
1 m/year, and many of these thinner ice margins ,Ire 
retreating by hundreds of meters each ye<lr. \Nith the 
ice retreating from the coasts, some are<lS that were 
mapped as peninsuhls until just a few years ago have 
now been discovered to be islands and geoo-raphers are 
redr;nving their maps. Much of th~ northe~ maro-in oft> 

Greenland ice is also ablating, but at much slower rates 
than farther south. 

Changes in Antarctic ice have been less dr3matic 
and more variable from region to region. The part of 
the Antarctic ice sheet along the peninsula that jutS 
northward tow,lrd the southern tip of South America 
has been rapidly shedding ice during the last decade, 
The huge central m<1SS of the E::tst Antarctic ice sheet 
has areas tllat show both thickening <lnd thinning, but 
over<111 this ice sheet appears to be nearly stable. Satel
lite evidence has also shown that narrow ice streams 
drain ice from the interior of the East Antarctic ice 
sheet at rates as much as 100 times faster th3n the slow 
flow across the rest of the ice sheet, 
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IN SUMMARY, a host of satellite measurements show 
that north polar regions have warmed dramatically. 
These trends add to the already overwhelming 
instrumental evidence that the planet has warmed 
over the last 125 years, particularly during the last 
30-40 years. 

For a time, however, one of the most important mea
surements made from satellites did not agree with this 
warming trend-measurements of the temperature of 
the troposphere (the aonosphere below elevations of 
- I 0 km). Satellite data initially suggested no warming 
since 1980 and perhaps even a small cooling, in dramatic 
contradiction to the evidence from surface stations. 
Scientists skeptical about global warming pointed to 
these measurements as evidence that the temperature 
trend assembled from the surface stations must be in 
error. Their case was strengthened by the fact that 
tempentnlre measurements made from radiosondes 
(metal devices suspended from balloons rising through 
the troposphere) agreed better with the satellite data 
than with the surface station data in some regions. 

This mismatch has been resolved in recent years, and 
both the satellite estimates and some of the radiosonde 
estimates turned out to have been invalid. Satellite esti
mates of tlle temperature of the lower amlOsphere are 
based on measurements of the Inightne.f)· (energy emission 
level) of molecujes of oxygen (0,), which is the second 
largest constituent of Earth's atmosphere. This brighmess 
parameter correlates with the temperature of the oxygen 
molecules in the air and of the air itself. The satellite sen
sors integTate energy emissions from oxygen molecules 
across the entire lower atmosphere (0- 10 Ian) as well as 
the lower part of tlle stratosphere. fr Earth's troposphere 
warms, the stratosphere will cool. As a result, changes 
in the warming of the lower troposphere from satellite 
measurements have to be derived as a residual after sub
tracting the cooling of the lower stratosphere. 

Subsequent reexamination found that incorrect 
adjustments had been used to remove the chanO'es into 

stratospheric temperatures to isolate the temperature 
changes in tlle troposphere. Additional problems were 
caused by the effect of friction on the satellite orbits: a 
gradual drift toward lower altitudes and a slightly later 
arrival over particular locations on Earth's surface. Still 
other problems arose when new satellites replaced older 
ones. \iVhen all these complications were taken into 
account, the satellite data came into close alignment 
with the surface station trend shown in Figure 17-9. 

The problem with the radiosonde data turned out 
to . be an overcorrection for solar heating of the metal 
shields. Nighttime radiosonde data agreed with the 
evidence from ground stations, but daytime data did 
not show the warming recorded at the surface . Because 

radiosondes are made of metal , their measurements 
of air temperature have to be corrected for heating of 
the metal by the Sun. Close examination showed an 
overcorrection for solar heating, thus imposing a false 
cooling signal on tlle measurements. A more accurate 
correction for tlle Sun's heating showed a temperature 
trend that agreed well with ground stations. 

vVith this problem resolved, scientists who argued 
that global warming is not real lost one of their main 
supporting arguments. The full range of instrument 
and satellite data now indicates that a major warming 
has occurred in the last century or more. 

Sources of the Recent Rise in Sea Level 

We now have the information needed to retllrn to the 
problem of the origin of the -17 -cm rise in average sea 
level during the last century. This increase is primarily 
the result of three factors (Table 17-1). 

Because water expands slightly when he,Hed above 
4°C, warming of the ocean will cause sea level to 
rise. The subsurface ocean warming trend shown in 
Figure 17-10, along with less complete data from ear
lier decades, indicate that thermal expansion can explain 
4 cm of sea level rise since 1960. In addition, even 
though mountain glaciers account for only about I % of 
the ice present on land, 99% of them have been meltinO' 
and retreating since the middle 1800s and adding wate~ 
to the ocean (see Figure 17-12). These glaciers account 
for at least ,mother -5 cm of the ri se in sea level during 
the last centllry. Current estimates are that about 2 cm 
of sea level rise during the 1900s came from melting of 
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, although the 
net mass balance of the Antarctic ice sheet over most of 
the past century is not well constrained. 

IN SUMMARY, the combination of tller1l1aI exp,l11sion, 
melting of mountain glaciers, and melting of ice on 
Greenland and Antarctica can account for II cm of 
the estimated sea level rise of -17 cm during the 
twentieth century. This rise is yet another consistent 
part of the picture of global warming. 

TABLE 17-1 Factors in the Rise of Sea Level 
in the Twentieth Century (in centimeters) 

Ocean Thermal expansion +4 

Mountain glaciers +5 

Greenland and Antarctic ice +2 

AU factors +11 

Observed sea level rise +17 



The rate of ice melting on Greenland has accelerated 
markedly since the 1990s. Satellite sensors deployed dur
ing the last decade show more rapid melting along the 
lower margins of the Greenland ice sheet, especially in 
the sOllthern portions. Estimates of sea level change in 
future years wi II be much better constrained because of 
new instrumentation deployed in recent years. Satellites 
that have been measuring the altitude of the ocean surface 
since 1992 (FiglJre 17- I 8 top) indicate a mean sea level 
rise of 3 IllIll per ye<lr, or almost twice the I.7 mm/year 
average for the [9005. "\Then satellites have been measur
ing the altitude of the sea snrface for several more 
decades, it should be possible to see through shorter-term 
changes in sea level cansed by weather phenomena and EI 
Nino events and accurately qU<l11tify sea level rises caused 
by the Illelting of land ice and wanning of ocean water. 

Another technological innovation Illay help scien
tists find out what portion of the future sea level change 
is clUseci specifically by warming of the ocean. The 
velocity of sound W,lVes moving through the oce,1l1 
depends on water temperarure : the velocity averages 
about 1500 m/sec but increases by 4.6 Ill/sec for each 
I DC of warming of the w,]ter. The SaFAR (SOund Fix
ing And Ranging) channel at a water depth near 1 kill is 
particularly favorable for transillission of sound waves 
(Figure 17-18 bottolll). Sound waves moving through 
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FIGURE 17-18 Changes in subsurface ocean temperature 
Warming of [he ocean is moniwred by measuring increases in 
[he heigh[ of [he ocean caused by [hermal expansion of 

seawa[er and increases in [he velocicy of sound [raveling 

[hrough subsur face layers. 
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the overlying and underlying ocean layers are gradually 
bent into this channel from above and below because its 
temperature and density make the waves move slightly 
faster than in the surrounding layers. Scientists can use 
these far-traveled sound waves to measure the average 
sound velocity across the paths the waves follow and 
therefore the average temperature across large stretches 
of the subsurface ocean. 

Shorter-Term Oscillations 

Several of the trends toward greater warmth during the 
last century show oscillations or even small-scale rever
sa ls. For ex,lmple, global temperature rose prior to the 
1940s but fell during the 1950s through the 1970s, 
before beginning the rapid rise that continues tOday. In 
addition, satellite records of polar warmth span only the 
last four decades at most. The short length of these 
records leaves open the possibility that natural oscilla
tions in climate over multiyear to decadal interv,l ls 
could have contributed to some of the observed trends. 

The large-scale ENSO fluctuations in tile tropical 
Pacific Ocean are the most prominent short-term oscil
lation in tl1e climate system (Chapter 16). During EI 
Nino years, sea level pressure f;dls and ocean tempera
tures warn1 across the east-central tropical Pacific Ocean, 
while sea level pressure rises and precipitation decreases 
in the far western tropiGll Pacific Oce,m and over New 
Guinea ,md northern Australia (FiglJre 17-19). EI Nino 
events recur irregularly within ,1 broad band of 2-7 years, 
and each fluctuation lasts for about a year. 

In addition to the ENSO ch,mges, other oscillations 
have been detected in smaller regions. These oscilla
tions appe,lr as changes in surface pressure, tempera
tllre, and winds that ma y persist for many years or even 
decades. 

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) has a spa
tial distribution similar to ENSO, but unlike ENSO it 
can persist for dec,ldes rather than just a single year. 
During "warm" (positive) PDO phases, sea-surface 
temperarures are warmer in the tropics and along the 
Pacific coast of western North America ;:mcl cooler in 
the west-central North Pacific (Figure 17-20A). "Cool" 
PDO phases have the opposite spatial pattern. Based on 
a little more than ,1 century of high-resolution instru
mental observations, PDO patterns can persist for sev
eral decades (Figure 17-20B). A prominent change 
from a "cool" to a "warm" PDO pattern occurred in 
1976, near the time that global temperature shifted 
from a few decades of stable or cooling climate to the 
rapid warming tl1at continues tOday. The PDO pattern 
has been less persistent in the last 15 years, as global 
warming has continued . The century-length record is 
tOO short to determine whether the PDO has a cyclical 
signature of multidecada l or century length. 
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A 

FIGURE 17-19 EI Nino and the 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 
Temperarures are warmer off western 

South America and across the 

eastern tropical Pacific during EI 

Nino episodes which occur every 

2 to 7 years. (Adapted from E. M. 

Rasmussen, "EI Nino and Variations in 

Climate," American Scientist 73 [1985J: 

108-77.) 
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The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a fluctu
ation in aunospheric pressure between a subpolar low
pressure center near Iceland and a high-pressure center 
in the Azores-Gibraltar region. The NAO is best devel
oped in winter. The "positive" NAO mode features 
lower pressure over Iceland, higher pressure over the 
Azores, and a strengthening of westerly winds across 
intervening latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean between 
these two pressure centers (Figure 17-21 A). The sub
tropical Atlantic Ocean is warmer in a large region 
extending from the mid-Atlantic and southeast coast of 
the United States eastward to the Azores Islands. The 
warm, moisture-bearing winds arri\,ing from this part 
of the Atlantic make Europe warmer and wetter than 
during years of negative NAO. Cooler temperatures 
occur off the west coast of Africa, where strong trade 
winds also send extra amounts of dust out across the 
ocean toward the Caribbean Sea . 

The NAO has varied in strength over decadaJ scales, 
with persistent positive years in the early 1900s, numer

1980 

ous negative years in the 1960s and 1970s, and a large 
and persistent strengthening during the 1980s and early 
1990s (Figure 17-21 B). Some scientists have claimed 
that the rapid retreat of Arctic sea ice during the 1990s 
was affected by the North Atlantic oscillation. How
ever, the North Atlantic oscillation weakened during 
the late 1990s, but the retreat of sea ice has not only 
continued but even intensified . 

Still another possibility is that recent climate may 
have been influenced by solar forcing at the relatively 
weak and short-term cycles of 440 years or less that 
were identified by differences between tree ages derived 
by counting rings and by 14C dating (Chapter 14). Some 
high-resolution records show small tendencies toward 
cyclic behavior at these periods, but many of them also 
show similar tendencies at other periods that are not 
connected to known solar changes. In addition, many 
other records show no evidence of short-term solar 
forcing. At this point, the possibility of short-term 
cycles in response to solar forcing is not settled. 
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A 

FIGURE 17-20 Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation (PDO) Like EI Ninos, 

posi[ive PD~ years have warm 

[empera[ures offrhe wes[ coas[ of 

[he Uni[ed Scares bur cool 

[empera[ures in [he norchwes[ 

Pacific ocean. PD~ oscilla[ions can 

persisc for many years [Q decades. 

(Adap[ed from N.J. Mamua e[ al., 

"A Pacific Imerdecadal Clima[ic 

Oscilia[ion wi[h Impac[s on Salmon 

Produc[ion," Bulletin ofthe American 

Meteorological Society 78 [1997 J: 
1069-79, and from K. E. Trenber[h 

andJ. W . Hurrell , "Decadal 

A[mosphere·Ocean Varia[ions in [he 

Pacific, " Climate Dynamics 9 [1994] : 

303-19 .) 
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IN SUMMARY, it is premature to dismiss the possibility 
that short-term oscillations have played some role in 
the global trend toward greater warmth since the 
late 1800s, but it is equally premature to conclude 
that they have. As the many climatic sensors now in 
place register year after year of record or near-record 
warmth, the current warming trend looks more and 
more like a long-term anthropogeruc trend rather 
than a response to natural short-term oscillations. 

Key Terms 
tide gauges (p. 31 0) Pacific Decadal 

peripheral forebulge Oscillation (PDO) 
(p.321)(p. 311) 

urban heat island North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO)(p.314) 
(p. 322)radiosondes (p. 320) 
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Review Questions 

1. 	 How do ice sheets that melted many thousands of 
years ago complicate efforts to determine tl1e 
global sea level rise during the past century? 

2. 	 What is tl1e urban heat island effect? How does it 
complicate attempts to synthesize trends of 
region ~'d, hemispheric, or global temperature 
change? 

3. 	 Name four kinds of satellite evidence tlut support 
a gradual warming of high northern latitudes in 
tlle last two decades . 

4. 	If Arctic sea ice has retreated by 25% and thinned 
by 40% in tl1e last 50 years, what has been tlle 
percentage loss in its volume? 

5. 	 \Nhy is it difficult to determine whether or not ice 
sheets are growing or shrinking' 
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A 

FIGURE 17-21 North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO) During positive 

NAO years, the western subtropical 

North Atlanric Ocean is warm , and 

strong winds (upper yellow arrow) 

blow this warmth and moisture inro 

north-cenrral Europe, NAO 

conditions (positive or negative) 

can persist for many years. 

(Adapted from J. W . Hurrell et ai., "An 

Overview of the North Atlantic 

Oscillation, " in The North Atlantic 

Oscillation; Climate Significance and 

Environmental Impact, ed. J. W . Hurrell 

et ai., Geophysical Monograph Series 134 
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6. 	 How does warming of the ocean affect SC<l level? 

7. 	 How do the North Atlantic Oscillation <lnd Pacific 
Dec<ldal Oscillation (NAO and PD~) complic<lte 
efforts to detect global w,1[ming) 

Additional Resources 

Basic Readillg 

www.igbp.net (International Geosphere-Biosphere 

Program) 


http://wcrp.wmo.intl (\Norld Climate Research 

Program) 


www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/clil11ate/globalwarming.html 

(National Climate Data Center) 


www-ipcc.ch (Intergovernment<ll Panel on Climate 

Change) 


www.pages-igbp .org (Past Global Changes Project) 
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